
WRITING ABOUT INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS IN THE UK

International Organisations have international membership, scope, as they are within the UK's civil service and within
many more commercial organisations. and be fluent in written and spoken English and at least one other UN language.

We support merit-based recruitment to ensure that positions are filled by talented individuals. Writing
proposals and reports for NGOs often requires technical knowledge about the type of project activities the
NGO performs, including specialized terms and development strategies. It is the future of the CFSP that
causes most controversy in the UK, especially as it is tied up with the debate about the future role of Nato.
Brochures and newsletters are a common type of PR material produced in-country; locally developed web
sites are also becoming more widespread. However, the Commission is also looking for trainees with
qualifications in other fields, such as: computer sciences, agricultural technology, education studies,
bio-chemical engineering, health and food safety, energy management, auditing, aerospace engineering,
psychology, financial management, evaluation and strategic analysis notably systems dynamics , design,
multimedia, sports management, and so on. Interpreters are required to interpret simultaneously into one of the
official languages and must have full auditory comprehension of at least two others. The World Bank Group
Young Professionals Program YPP offers a two-year initial assignment normally involving several trips to
developing countries, as well as numerous training activities and policy-related discussions. These two
characteristics may affect an NGO's writing and translation needs. Learning outcomes If you complete the
course successfully, you should be able to: Demonstrate a thorough understanding of the core literature on
international organisations Engage with this literature critically by developing their own argumentation
Explain the main theoretical approaches and empirical issues in the study of international organisations Write
clearly, effectively, and subtly about these issues. We are looking for a wide range of skills, including finance,
human resources and programme management. An environmental publication could be interested in a
write-up. The government cannot guarantee that an application will be successful, nor intervene in the
recruitment process. Why join? It includes policy and political jobs websites. Good proposal and report
writing is an art form. Human Rights Watch Human Rights Watch is a leading international organisation
which is dedicated to defending and promoting human rights around the world. Diversity Internship
Programmes offer placements with a central government department for six to eight weeks and are open to
people with a disability or a minority ethnic background. Writers experienced in producing public relations
materials may find a ready market for their skills, particularly if they have additional talents in photography,
desktop publishing or website development. Do you have experience in scriptwriting? The UK is also
involved in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development OECD of industrialized countries,
which seeks to promote co-ordination of economic and social policies among members. European Court of
Justice â€” based in Luxembourg. We do not accept liability for any loss or damage arising from use of these
pages to the extent that this is permitted by law. They work across 79 developing countries to save lives in
emergency situations and find long-term solutions to poverty for millions of people. Market these skills along
with more traditional writing approaches and you may create your own unique niche as a freelance NGO
consultant. If your lifestyle demands frequent moves to other countries, remember that the NGO community
does not just extend intranationally, but internationally as well. Application times and criteria vary according
to the specific scheme applied for. Essential reading Hurd, Ian.


